Marcus Zeal
2500 GRANDY AVENUE

NOFOLK, VA 23509

marcus@zealoussites.com

TEL 608.214.7745

Experience
CONTRACTOR + WEB/GRAPHIC DESIGN/ DEVELOPMENT JULY 2013 - PRESENT
I began working with Tim from Eternal Works about a year after moving to Virginia. I reached out to him via
a cold call and we have been doing great work ever sense. Some websites we’ve developed are
http://sailhappytime.com/, http://agwraps.com/, http://bodylogicvb.com/, and more.
CONTRACTOR + WEB/GRAPHIC DESIGN/ DEVELOPMENT JUNE 2012 - PRESENT
I began working with Matt from Web Tech Media shortly after moving to Virginia. I reached out to him via a
contracting position listing and we have been doing great work ever sense. Some websites we’ve developed are http://newhere.com/, http://www.farmargives.org/, http://farmarlive.com/, and many more.
CONTRACTOR + ONLINE SPECIALIST, JG-TC JUNE 2012 - JULY 2013
After working with the JG-TC as a full-time employee the previous year, I was hired on as a contractor to
continue my position remotely. This was a huge step for them as a company since before this everything
had been done in house. They felt that my skills and work ethic were so desirable that they would like to
keep me remotely while they attempt to find someone locally. The estimated contract length for this was
about 1-3 months. I worked here for a full year before parting ways.
ONLINE SPECIALIST + PRINT DESIGNER, JG-TC MARCH 2011 - JUNE 2012
I was oﬀered this job after a conversation I had with my supervisor-to-be in a restaurant I was waiting tables at. During my time here I helped to reshape how a number of things were done and brought the team
up to speed with current technology and ideas. Together we created some beautiful print pieces and advertisement. I also was fully responsible for all of the online flash advertisements for customers and helped
with the rebranding of their website using BLOX CMS by Town News.
CONTRACTOR + WEB/GRAPHIC DESIGNER/DEVELOPMENT JUNE 2010 - PRESENT
I began working with Bette from Valley-Technologies shortly after my final year in college. She has served
as a mentor, teacher, and friend as well as the Project Manager for all of the sub-contract work she sends
my way. A few sites I’ve put together while working with her are http://www.glacierspringsadventures.com/,
http://sparks-unlimited.com/, and http://communitychirocenter.com/.

Education
ITT Technical Institute - Milwaukee, Wisconsin — Visual Communications
Juda High School - Juda, Wisconsin — High School Diploma

Programs / Software
Photoshop CS2 and Up
Advanced raster image editing and photography color correction.
Illustrator CS2 and Up
Vector Graphic and Logo Design

InDesign CS2 and Up
Pagination and Typography
Flash CS2 and Up
Flash websites and web-standard compliant advertising.
DreamWeaver CS2 and Up
Used as a tool for quick HTML, CSS , and JS editing.
Premier & After Eﬀects CS2 and Up
Video composition and design
Quark Express 7 and 8
Print ad creation and pagination when InDesign isn’t an option.
Mac OS X 10.5 and Up
This is my OS of choice. I use Mac OS X for nearly all of my work.
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 8.1
I have worked on all of the modern Windows operating systems.

Programming Languages
HTML
I am fluent in HTML as the backbone of my web design. I am familiar with the HTML5 doctype and strive to
bring as much compatible HTML5 modern code into all of my work.
CSS
I use CSS as the skin of my web design. I am eﬃcient in many CSS3 styles and aware of their benefits and
downfalls with current browsers.
PHP
I know enough about PHP to edit and create child themes in Wordpress, however I would not call myself a
PHP expert just yet. I know it’s syntax and work with it often. I am in the process of learning more PHP.
Javascript
As a novice Javascript user, I know enough of it’s syntax to make some edits and tweaks to pre-existing
code. I’ve used jQuery plugins on a number of projects and I’m a very quick learner. I am currently actively
learning more Javascript via online programs.

Referrals
Tim Jones, Owner of Eternal Works
757-271-4539
Bette VonGunten, Owner of Valley-Technologies
262-673-1979
Matt Ewing, Owner of Web Tech Media
818-297-6882
Tammy Jordan, Ad Director and Direct Supervisor at JG-TC
217-962-1810
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